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Abstract. The closest substring problem, where a short string
is sought that minimizes the number of mismatches between it and
each of a given set of strings, is a minimization problem with a
polynomial time approximation scheme [6]. In this paper, both this
problem and its maximization complement, where instead the number
of matches is maximized, are examined and bounds on their hardness
of approximation are proved. Related problems diﬀering only in their
objective functions, seeking either to maximize the number of strings
covered by the substring or maximize the length of the substring, are
also examined and bounds on their approximability proved. For this
last problem of length maximization, the approximation bound of 2 is
proved to be tight by presenting a 2-approximation algorithm.
Keywords: Approximation algorithms; Hardness of approximation;
Closest Substring
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Introduction

Given a set F of strings, the closest substring problem seeks to ﬁnd a string
C of a desired length l that minimizes the maximum distance from C to a substring in each member of F. We call such a short string C a center for F. The
corresponding substrings from each string in F are the occurrences of C. If all
strings in F are the same length n, and the center is also to be of length n, then
this special case of the problem is known as closest string. We examine the
complexity of approximating three problems related to closest substring with
diﬀerent objective functions. A center is considered to be optimal in the context
of the problem under discussion, in that it either maximized or minimizes the
problem’s objective function. This examination of the problems’ approximability
with respect to their diﬀering objective functions reveals interesting diﬀerences
between the optimization goals.
In [6], a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) is given for closest
1
substring that has a performance ratio of 1 + 2r−1
+ , for any 1 ≤ r ≤ m
where m = |F|, and  > 0.
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While closest substring minimizes the number of mismatches, max closest substring maximizes the number of matches. We show that the max closest substring problem cannot be approximated in polynomial time with ratio
better than (log m)/4, unless P=NP. As the maximization complement of the
closest substring problem, its reduction can also be applied to closest substring. This application produces a similarly complementary result indicating
1
the necessity of the O(m)
term in the PTAS [6]. While the hard ratio for closest
substring disappears asymptotically when m approaches inﬁnity (as is to be
expected given the PTAS [6]), it indicates a connection between the objective
function and the number of strings given as input. This result supports the posi1
tion that the term O(m)
in the PTAS performance ratio cannot be signiﬁcantly
improved by a polynomial time algorithm.
In [8], Sagot presents an exponential exact algorithm for the decision problem
version of closest substring, also known as common approximate substring. Sagot also extends the problem to quorums, ﬁnding strings that are
approximately present in at least a speciﬁed number of the input strings. This
quorum size can be maximized as an alternate objective function, producing the
maximum coverage approximate substring problem. A restricted version
of this problem was examined in [7], and erroneously claimed to be as hard to
approximate as clique. We give a reduction from the maximum coverage version of set cover, showing that the problem is hard to approximate within
e/(e − 1) −  (where e is the base of the natural logarithm) for any  > 0.
The longest common approximate substring problem seeks to maximize the length of a center string that is within some speciﬁed distance d from
every occurrence. We give a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem and
show that 2 is optimal unless P=NP.

2

Preliminary Deﬁnitions

Deﬁnition 1. Let x be an instance of optimization problem Π with optimal
solution opt(x). Let A be an algorithm solving Π, and A(x) the solution value
produced by A for x. The performance ratio of A with respect to x is


A(x) opt(x)
,
.
max
opt(x) A(x)
A is a ρ-approximation algorithm if and only if A always returns a solution with
performance ratio less than or equal to ρ.
Deﬁnition 2. Let Π and Π  be two minimization problems. A gap-preserving
reduction (GP -reduction, ≤GP ) from Π to Π  with parameters (c, ρ),(c , ρ ) is a
polynomial-time algorithm f . For each instance I of Π, f produces an instance
I  = f (I) of Π  . The optima of I and I  , say opt(I) and opt(I  ) respectively,
satisfy the following properties:
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opt(I) ≤ c ⇒ opt(I  ) ≤ c ,
opt(I) > cρ ⇒ opt(I  ) > c ρ ,
where (c, ρ) and (c , ρ ) are functions of |I| and |I  | respectively, and ρ, ρ > 1.
Observe that the above deﬁnition of gap preserving reduction speciﬁcally refers
to minimization problems, but can easily be adapted for maximization problems.
Although it is implied by the name, GP -reductions do not require the size of
the gap to be preserved, only that some gap remains [1].
We now formally specify the problems treated in this paper. All of these can
be seen as variations on the closest substring problem. Note that dH (x, y)
represents the number of mismatches, or Hamming distance, between two strings
x and y of equal length |x| = |y|.
max closest substring
Instance: A set F = {S1 , . . . , Sm } of strings over alphabet Σ such that
max1≤i≤m |Si | = n, integer l, (1 ≤ l ≤ n).
Question: Maximize mini (l − dH (C, si )), such that C ∈ Σ l and si is a
substring of Si , (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
maximum coverage approximate substring
Instance: A set F = {S1 , . . . , Sm } of strings over alphabet Σ such that
max1≤i≤m |Si | = n, integers d and l, (1 ≤ d < l ≤ n).
Question: Maximize |F  |, F  ⊆ F, such that for some C ∈ Σ l and for all
Si ∈ F  , there exists a substring si of Si such that dH (C, si ) ≤ d.
longest common approximate substring
Instance: A set F = {S1 , . . . , Sm } of strings over alphabet Σ such that
max1≤i≤m |Si | = n, integer d, (1 ≤ d < n).
Question: Maximize l = |C|, C ∈ Σ ∗ , such that dH (C, si ) ≤ d and si is a
substring of Si , (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Throughout this paper, when discussing diﬀerent problems the values of d, l
and m may refer to either the optimal values of objective functions or the values
speciﬁed as part of the input. These symbols are used in accordance with their
use in the formal statement of whatever problem is being discussed.

3
3.1

Max Closest Substring
Hardness of Approximating Max Closest Substring

In this section we use a gap preserving reduction from set cover to show
inapproximability for max closest substring. Lund and Yannakakis [2], with
a reduction from label cover to set cover, showed that set cover could
not be approximated in polynomial time with performance ratio better than
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(log |B|)/4 (where B is the base set) unless NP = DTIME(2poly(log n) ). A result
of Raz and Safra [3] indirectly strengthened the conjecture; set cover is now
known to be NP-hard to approximate with ratio better than (log |B|)/4.
set cover
Instance: A set B of elements to be covered and a collection of sets L such
that Li ⊆ B, (1 ≤ i ≤ |L|).
|R|
Question: Minimize |R|, R ⊆ L, such that ∪j=1 Rj = B.
Let I = B, L be an instance of set cover. The reduction constructs, in
polynomial time, a corresponding instance I  = F, l of max closest substring. For all ρ > 1, there exists a ρ > 1 such that a solution for I with a
ratio of ρ can be obtained in polynomial time from a solution to I  with ratio ρ .
The Alphabet. The strings of F are composed of characters from the alphabet
Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 . The characters of Σ1 are referred to as set characters, and identify
sets in L. The characters of Σ2 are referred to as element characters and are in
one-to-one correspondence with elements of the base set B.
Σ1 = {pi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |L|} ,
Σ2 = {ui : 1 ≤ i ≤ |B|} .
Substring Gadgets. The strings of F are made up of two types of substring
gadgets. We use the function f , deﬁned below, to ensure that the substring
gadgets are suﬃciently large. The gadgets are deﬁned as follows:
Subset Selectors:
Separators:

f (|B|)

set(i) = pi
f (|B|)
separator(j) = uj

The Reduction. The string set F contains |B| strings, corresponding to the
elements of B. For each j ∈ B, let Lj ⊆ L be the subfamily of sets containing the
element j. With product notation referring to concatenation, deﬁne the string

set(q)separator(j) .
Sj =
q∈Lj

The function f : N → N must be deﬁned. It is necessary for f to have the
property that for all positive integers x < |B|,

 

f (|B|)
f (|B|)
>
.
x
x+1
It is straightforward to check that f (y) = y 2 has this property. The maximum
length of any member of F is n = 2|L||B|2 , the size of F is m = |B|, the length
of the center is l = f (|B|) = |B|2 and the alphabet size is |Σ| = |L| + |B|. We call
any partition of F whose equivalence relation is the property of having an exact
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common substring a substring induced partition. For any two occurrences s, s of
a center, we call s and s disjoint if for all 1 ≤ q ≤ |s|, s[q] = s [q]. Observe that
the maximum distance to an optimal center, for any set of disjoint occurrences,
increases with the size of the set.
Lemma 1. Let F be a set of occurrences of an optimal center C such that |F | =
k. If for each pair s, s ∈ F , dH (s, s ) = l, then for every s ∈ F , l − dH (C, s) ≥
l/k . Also, there is at least one s ∈ F such that l − dH (C, s) = l/k .
Proof. There are l total positions and for any position p, there is a unique s ∈ F
such that s[p] = C[p]. If some s ∈ F had l − dH (C, s) < l/k , then the center C
would not be optimal, as a better center can be constructed by taking position
symbols evenly from the k occurrences. If all s ∈ F have l − dh (C, s) > l/k ,
then the total number of matches exceeds l, some pair of matches would have
the same position, and thus some pair s, s ∈ F have dH (s, s ) < l.
The signiﬁcance of our deﬁnition for f is apparent from the above proof. It is
essential that, under the premise of Lemma 1, values of k (the number of distinct
occurrences of a center) can be distinguished based on the maximum distance
from any occurrence to the optimal center.
Lemma 2. set cover ≤GP max closest substring.
Proof. Suppose the optimal cover R for B, L has size less than or equal to c.
Construct string C of length |B|2 as follows. To the positions in C, assign in equal
amounts the set characters representing members of R. Then C is a center for F
with maximum similarity |B|2 /c .
Suppose |R| > c. Let F  be the largest subset of F having a substring induced
c-partition. By the reduction, since |R| > c, F  = F. Let S be any string in F \F  .
By Lemma 1, any optimal center for F  must have minimum similarity |B|2 /c ,
and therefore has at least |B|2 /c characters from a substring of every string in
F  . But the occurrence in S is disjoint from the occurrences in F  , forcing the
optimal center to match an equal number of positions in more than c disjoint
occurrences. Hence, also by Lemma 1, the optimal center matches no more than
|B|2 /(c + 1) < |B|2 /c characters in some occurrence. The gap preserving
property of the reduction follows since |B|2 /c is a decreasing function of c.
Theorem 1. max closest substring is not approximable within (log m)/4
in polynomial time unless P=NP.
Proof. The theorem follows from the fact that the NP-hard ratio for max closest substring remains identical to that of the source problem set cover.
As max closest substring is the complementary maximization version
of closest substring, and there is a bijection between feasible solutions to
the complementary problems that preserves the order of solution quality, this
reduction also applies to closest substring. The form of the hard performance
ratio for closest substring provides evidence that the two separate sources
of error, 1/O(m) and , are necessary in the PTAS of [6].
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Theorem 2. closest substring cannot be approximated with performance
1
ratio 1 + ω(m)
in polynomial time unless P=NP.
Proof. Since the NP-hard ratio for set cover is ρ = (1/4) log |B|, the NP-hard
ratio obtained for closest substring in the above reduction is
ρ =

3.2

cρ−1
cρ−ρ



=1+

ρ−1
ρ

≥1+

1
O(m)

 

1
· c−1
.

An Approximation Algorithm for Max Closest Substring

The preceding subsection showed that max closest substring cannot be approximated within (log m)/4. Here, we show that this bound is within a factor
of 4 · |Σ| of being tight, by presenting an approximation algorithm that achieves
a bound of |Σ| log m for max closest substring.
Due to the complementary relationship between max closest substring
and closest substring, we start by presenting a greedy algorithm for closest
string. The greedy nature of the algorithm is due to the fact that it commits to a
local improvement at each iteration. The algorithm also uses a lazy strategy that
bases each decision on information obtained by examining a restricted portion
of the input. This is the most naive form of local search; the algorithm is not
expected to perform well. The idea of the algorithm is to read the input strings
column by column, and for each column i, assign a character to C[i] before
looking at any column j such that j > i. Algorithm 1 describes this procedure,
named GreedyAndLazy, in pseudocode.
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Lemma 3. The greedy and lazy algorithm for closest string produces a cen1
ter string with radius within a factor of m(1 − |Σ|
) of the optimal radius.
Proof. Consider the number of iterations required to guarantee that each S ∈ F
matches C in at least one position. Let Ji be the set of strings that do not match
any position of C after the ith iteration, then

|Σ| − 1
Ji ≤ exp(−1/|Σ|)Ji .
Ji+1 ≤
|Σ|
This is because the algorithm always selects the column majority character of
those strings in Ji . Let x be the number of iterations required before all members
of F match C in at least one position. A bound on the value of x is given by the
following inequality:

1
x
> exp −
.
m
|Σ|
Hence, for any strictly positive , after x = |Σ| ln m+ iterations, each member of
F matches C in at least one position. After the ﬁnal iteration, the total distance
from C to any member of F is at most n − n/(|Σ| ln m). The optimal distance is
at least n/m, otherwise some positions are identical in F (and thus should not
be considered). Therefore the performance ratio of GreedyAndLazy is

n − n/(|Σ| ln m)
1
≤m 1−
.
n/m
|Σ|

The running time of GreedyAndLazy, for m sequences of length n, is
O(|Σ|mn2 ).
Now consider applying GreedyAndLazy to the max closest substring
problem by selecting an arbitrary set of substrings of length l to reduce the
problem to a max closest string problem. The number of matches between
any string in F and the constructed center will be at least Ω(l/(|Σ| log m)).
Corollary 1. GreedyAndLazy is a O(|Σ| log m)-approximation algorithm for
max closest substring.
Since max closest substring is hard to approximate with ratio better than
(log m)/4, this approximation algorithm is within 4 · |Σ| of optimal.

4

Maximum Coverage Approximate Substring

The incorrect reduction given in [7] claimed an NP-hard ratio of O(n ),  = 14 ,
for maximum coverage approximate substring when l = n and |Σ| = 2. Its
error resulted from applying Theorem 5 of [5], proven only for alphabet size at
least three, to binary strings. Hardness of approximation for the general problem
is shown here by a reduction from maximum coverage.
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maximum coverage
Instance: A set B of elements to be covered and a collection of sets L such
that Li ⊆ B, (1 ≤ i ≤ |L|), a positive integer k.
Question: Maximize |B|, B ⊆ B, such that B = ∪kj=1 Lj , where Lj ∈ L.
Given an instance B, L, k of maximum coverage, we construct an instance F, l, d of maximum coverage approximate substring where m =
|B|, l = k, d = k − 1 and n ≤ k|L|. The construction of F is similar to the
construction used when reducing from set cover to closest substring in
Section 3; unnecessary parts are removed.
The Alphabet. The strings of F are composed of characters from the alphabet
Σ. The characters of Σ correspond to the sets Li ∈ L that can be part of a
cover, so Σ = {xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |L|}.
The Reduction. The string set F = {S1 , . . . , S|B| } will contain strings corresponding to the elements of B. To construct these strings for each j ∈ B, let
Lj ⊆ L be the subfamily of sets containing the element j. For each j ∈ B, deﬁne

xki .
Sj =
xi ∈Lj

Set d = k − 1 and l = k. We seek to maximize the number of strings in F
containing occurrences of some center C.
Lemma 4. maximum coverage ≤GP maximum coverage approximate
substring.
Proof. Suppose L, B, k is an instance of maximum coverage with a solution
set R ⊂ L, such that |R| = k and R covers b ≤ |B| elements. Then there is
a center C for F of length l = k that has distance at most d = k − 1 from
a substring of b strings in F. Let the k positions in C be assigned characters
representing the k sets in the cover, i.e. for each xi ∈ R, there is a position p
such that C[p] = xi . All b members of F corresponding to those covered elements
in B contain a substring matching at least one character in C, and mismatch at
most k − 1 characters. Suppose one cannot obtain a k cover with ratio better
than ρ. Then one cannot obtain a center for F that occurs in more than b/ρ
b
strings of F, so the hard ratio is ρ = b/ρ
= ρ.
Theorem 3. maximum coverage approximate substring cannot be approximated with performance ratio e/(e − 1) − , for any  > 0, unless P=NP.
Proof. It was shown in [4] that the NP-hard ratio for maximum coverage is
e/(e − 1) − . This result combined with Lemma 4 proves the theorem.
Note that this reduction shows hardness for the general version of the problem, and leaves open the restricted case of l = n with |Σ| = 2. No approximation
algorithms with nontrivial ratios are known.
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Longest Common Approximate Substring

The longest common approximate substring problem seeks to maximize
the length of a center that is within a given distance from each string in the
problem instance. That a feasible solution always exists can be seen by considering the case of a single character, since the problem is deﬁned with d > 0. This
problem is useful in ﬁnding seeds of high similarity for sequence comparisons.
Here we show that a simple algorithm always produces a valid center that is
at least half the optimal length. A valid center is any string that has distance at
most d from at least one substring of each string in F. The algorithm simply evaluates each substring of members of F and tests them as centers. The following
procedure Extend accomplishes this with a time complexity of Θ(m2 n3 ).

Theorem 4. Extend is a 2-approximation algorithm for longest common
approximate substring.
Proof. Let C be the optimal center for F. For each Si ∈ F, let si be the occurrence of C from Si ; observe that |si | = |C|. Deﬁne si,1 as the substring of si
consisting of the ﬁrst |C|/2 positions of si , and si,2 as the substring consisting
of the remaining positions. Similarly, deﬁne C1 and C2 as the ﬁrst and last half
of C. For x ∈ {1, 2}, let cx be equal to the string si,x that satisﬁes
dH (si,x , Cx ) ≤ min dH (sj,x , Cx ) .
sj,x ,j=i

Deﬁne c such that
c=

c1

if dH (c1 , C1 ) ≤ dH (c2 , C2 ),

c2

otherwise.

Note that dH (c, Cx ) ≤ d/2, for some x ∈ {1, 2}. Suppose, for contradiction, that
c is not a valid center. Assume, without loss of generality, that c = si,1 for some
i. Then there is some si,1 such that dH (c, si,1 ) > d. Since dH (c, C1 ) = d/2 − y
for some 1 ≤ y ≤ d/2, by the triangle inequality dH (si,1 , C1 ) ≥ d/2 + y + 1. This
implies that dH (si,2 , C2 ) ≤ d/2 − y − 1 < dH (c, C1 ), contradicting the deﬁnition
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of c. Hence c is a valid center. Since c is a substring of one of the input strings,
it will be found by Extend. It is half the length of the optimal length center C,
so a center will be found that is at least half the length of the longest center.
The performance ratio of 2 is optimal unless P=NP. We use a transformation
from the vertex cover decision problem that introduces a gap in the objective
function.
vertex cover
Instance: A graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer k.
Question: Does G have a vertex cover of size at most k, i.e., a set of vertices
V  ⊆ V , |V  | ≤ k, such that for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, at least one
of u and v belongs to V  ?
Suppose for some graph G, we seek to determine if G contains a vertex cover
of size k. We construct an instance of longest common approximate substring with |E| strings corresponding to the edges of G. The intuition behind
the reduction is that an occurrence of the center in each string corresponds to
the occurrence of a cover vertex in the corresponding edge. Before giving values
of n and d, we describe the gadgets used in the reduction.
The Alphabet. The string alphabet is Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ {A}. We refer to these
as vertex characters (Σ1 ), unique characters (Σ2 ), and the alignment character
(A), where Σ1 = {vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |} and Σ2 = {uij : (i, j) ∈ E}.
Substring Gadgets. We next describe the two “high level” component substrings used in the construction. The function f is any arbitrarily large polynomial function of |G|.
Vertex Selectors:
Separators:

vertex(x, i, j, z) = Af (k) uij

(z−1)

separator(i, j) =

(k−z)

vx uij

Af (k)

3f (k)
uij

The Reduction. We construct F as follows. For any edge (i, j) ∈ E:

Sij =
vertex(i, i, j, z)separator(i, j)vertex(j, i, j, z)separator(i, j)
1≤z≤k

The length of each string is then n = k(10f (k) + 2k). The threshold distance is
d = k − 1.
Theorem 5. longest common approximate substring cannot be approximated in polynomial time with performance ratio better than 2−, for any  > 0,
unless P=NP.
Proof. For any set of strings F so constructed, there is an exact common substring of length f (k) corresponding to the f (k) repeats of the alignment character
A. Suppose there is a size k cover for the source instance of vertex cover.
Construct a center C for F as follows. Assign the alignment character A to the
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ﬁrst f (k) positions in C. To positions f (k) + 1 through f (k) + k, assign the characters corresponding to the vertices in the vertex cover. These may be assigned
in any order. Finally, assign the alignment character A to the remaining f (k)
positions of C. Each string in F contains a substring that matches 2f (k) + 1
positions in C, so C is a valid center.
If there is no k cover for the source instance of vertex cover, then for any
length f (k)+k string there will be some S ∈ F that mismatches k positions. As f
can be any arbitrarily large polynomial function of k, the NP-hard performance
ratio is
2f (k) + k
≥2− ,
f (k) + k
for any constant  > 0.
To show hardness for 2 − , where  is not a constant (it can be a function of
l), consider that we can manipulate the hard ratio into the form
2−

k
.
f (k) + k

Since l is the optimal length and l = 2f (k) + k, substitute f (k) = l/2 − k/2
in the performance ratio:
2−

k
2k
=2−
.
l/2 − k/2 + k
l+k

Suppose we select l = k c during the reduction, where c is any arbitrarily large
constant. Then we have shown a hard performance ratio of

2
2l1/c
1
2l1/c
=
2
−
≥
2
−
=
2
1 − (c−1)/c .
2−
1/c
(c−1)/c
l
l+l
l
l

6

Conclusion

These results show that, unless P=NP, the max closest substring, maximum
coverage approximate substring, and longest common approximate
substring problems all have limitations on their approximability.
The relationships between the diﬀerent objective functions produce an interesting interplay between the approximability of minimizing d with l ﬁxed,
maximizing l with d ﬁxed, and maximizing their diﬀerence l − d. While this
last variant, the max closest substring problem, has a hard performance
ratio directly related to the number of strings m, the two variants that ﬁx one
parameter and attempt to maximize the diﬀerence by optimizing the other parameter have lower ratios of approximability. It is NP-hard to approximate max
closest substring with a performance ratio better than (log m)/4, and we
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have provided a (|Σ| log m)-approximation. For longest common approximate substring, with d ﬁxed, the length can be approximately maximized
with a ratio of 2, and it is NP-hard to approximate for any smaller ratio. The
best ratio of approximation is for closest substring, where l is ﬁxed and d is
1
minimized; the PTAS of [6] achieves a ratio of (1 + 2r−1
+ ), for any 1 ≤ r ≤ m,
and we have now shown that unless P=NP it cannot be approximated closer
1
than 1 + O(m)
.
For the quorum variant of closest substring, where the number of strings
covered is instead the objective function to be maximized, then it is NP-hard
to obtain a performance ratio better than e/(e − 1). The restricted variant with
l = n and |Σ| = 2 once thought to be proven hard by [7] is still open, without
either hardness or a nontrivial approximation algorithm.
Our reductions use alphabets whose size will increase. The complexity of
variants of these new problems where the alphabet size is treated as a constant
is open, except as they relate to known results for constant alphabets [6,7].
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